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Abstract—Relational databases have gone through a phase
of architectural transition from a monolithic to a distributed
architecture to take full advantage of cloud technology. These
distributed databases can leverage remote storage to maintain
larger amounts of data than monolithic databases at the cost
of increased latency. At ByteDance, we have built a distributed
database called veDB based on the popular compute-storage
separation architecture, however we have observed the system is
unable to provide both low latency and high throughput required
by some business critical applications, such as batched order
processing.

In this paper we present our novel approaches to tackle
this problem. We have modified our system’s storage to utilize
persistent memory (PMem) coupled with a remote direct mem-
ory access (RDMA) network to reduce read/write latency and
increase the throughput. We also propose a query push-down
framework to push partial computations to the PMem storage
layer to accelerate analytical queries and reduce the impact of the
transaction workload in the computation layer. Our experiments
show that our methods improve the throughput by up to 1.5×
and reduce latency by up to 20× for standard benchmarks and
real-world applications.

Index Terms—distributed database, cloud-native database,
PMem, RDMA, cloud computing, query push-down

I. INTRODUCTION

ByteDance uses RDBMS (e.g., MySQL) internally for storing
and querying data for various business applications, such
as managing user account information, processing purchase
orders, and tracking shipping and logistics. These applications
can be divided roughly into two categories: applications that
manage the display and content of the business—which are
very read-heavy and write-light, and applications that keep
track of user actions and business transactions—which are
write-heavy. In recent years, the volume of data produced
by those applications has grown so quickly that it is more
and more difficult for MySQL databases to handle it properly.
Therefore, we built our scalable cloud-native database, Vol-
cano Engine Database (veDB) [1], and migrated 30% of our
existing MySQL deployment to it.

The transition to veDB alleviated the concern of storage
capacity as veDB uses distributed storage. However, it brought
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up other issues: a high transaction latency fluctuation due to
network I/O and a high query latency when scanning large
amounts of data. As veDB separates computing and storage,
those latency issues are conspicuous. There are two reasons
for this:

1) veDB has a high log write latency due to its remote
data access. Its I/O path requires the participation of a
remote binary large object (blob) store, which introduces
latency from thread scheduling and contention.

2) veDB takes longer to read pages from the remote storage
compared to MySQL’s page reading from local disks.
This results in a long processing time for large data read
requests.

Such read/write latency issues are common for cloud-
native and compute-storage disaggregated systems [2], and
resolving them is challenging. Many works have studied how
to mitigate this problem [3]–[7]. However, most of them focus
on reducing read latency and do not pay much attention to
write latency. Using SSD-based storage would alleviate latency
issues of data read [8], but it is still unable to meet our
applications’ requirements for fast data write. To improve both
read and write performance we explored two key technologies:
persistent memory (PMem) [9] and remote direct memory
access (RDMA). PMem brings lower latency for both reads
and writes compared to SSD devices [10], and RDMA allows
accessing remote PMem directly without involving remote
processors. In addition, the kernel-bypass provided by RDMA
can reduce the kernel overheads such as scheduling overheads
and contention issues.

In this paper, we describe how to use a distributed PMem
store coupled with RDMA, called AStore, to improve the
performance of a cloud-native database and leverage query
push-down to AStore for fast analytical query execution. We
have the following key contributions:

1) We build a low latency PMem storage engine and em-
ploy one-sided RDMA to provide efficient access to it.
Our design can ensure read-write consistency while data
is concurrently accessed by one-sided RDMA verbs.

2) Our RDMA-accelerated AStore can reduce log write and
transaction latency, increase transaction throughput, and
maintain latency fluctuation within a narrow range.

3) Our RDMA-accelerated AStore is also used to create an



extended buffer pool (EBP). The extended buffer pool
can cache hot pages and reduce page read time, which
is especially useful when reading large amounts of data.

4) We propose a query push-down framework that can
leverage the RDMA-accelerated AStore to conduct par-
tial computations in both the extended buffer pool and
storage to reduce the overall query latency.

5) We conduct a set of experiments to show our design’s
effectiveness on both standard benchmarks and our inter-
nal workloads. The experiments on our real workloads
proved that our design could reduce our system’s latency
by up to 20× and is applicable to different products.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II reviews related work. Section III gives an overview
of veDB’s architecture. Section IV describes our design of
RDMA-accelerated AStore. Section V presents how AStore
and RDMA reduce write and read latency and increase the
throughput. Section VI provides our design of a query push-
down framework. Section VII presents an experimental eval-
uation of our design. Finally, Section VIII summarizes the
paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Cloud Database Systems

Relational databases are an essential building block in
modern information technology infrastructure, and cloud ven-
dors have invested significant efforts to grow their relational
database service (RDS) business. Some examples are Amazon
Aurora [11], Microsoft Socrates [12], and Huawei Taurus [13].
These systems use an architecture based on the log-is-database
principle and offload REDO processing to a fault-tolerant,
self-healing, and multi-tenant scale-out storage service. They
also eliminate the need for checkpoints in the compute layer.
veDB shares many features with those databases, including
an append-only log-is-database architecture, separated com-
pute and storage layers, and replicated remote storage. veDB
also proposes its own design for some components, such as
replication protocol and page reconstruction from REDO logs.

Computation push-down is a common technique to mitigate
network bottlenecks in database systems with disaggregated
storage [11], [14] and systems that support federation [15]–
[17]. Amazon Aurora [11] offers a feature called parallel
query, which takes advantage of Aurora’s unique architecture
to push down and parallelize query processing across thou-
sands of CPUs in the the storage layer. Microsoft Polybase
[15] translates SQL operators on HDFS-resident data into
MapReduce jobs and then executes them on the Hadoop
cluster. The feature has been supported in SQL Server since
2016. PushdownDB [18] studied the effectiveness of pushing
parts of DBMS analytics queries into the Simple Storage Ser-
vice (S3) engine of Amazon Web Services (AWS). FlexPush-
downDB (FPDB) [19] is an OLAP cloud DBMS prototype that
supports fine-grained hybrid query execution to combine the
benefits of caching and computation push-down in a storage-
disaggregation architecture. veDB has a fine-grained hybrid

query execution guided by a similar design principle as FPDB
yet supports the capability of push-down query that is similar
to Aurora’s parallel query. Compared with FPDB and Aurora,
veDB leverages the computing power of AStore servers and
the data pages resided on PMem – instead of those in the
persistent storage layer – to support in-memory processing
and thus deliver high performance.

B. Hardware-Accelerated Database Systems

Non-Volatile Memory. Recent years have seen a proliferation
of studies on the use of non-volatile memory techniques. [20]–
[23], [23]–[34] propose hybrid storage architectures to balance
performance and cost. [35]–[37] introduce new transaction
schemes for managing transactional updates to data structures
designed for PMem. Additionally, there has been research on
persistent NVM indexes, such as B+-Trees [38]–[40], hash
tables [41]–[44], range indexes [45], learned indexes [46],
and high-performance join algorithms [47]. These studies are
complementary to the design of veDB, and the system can
also adopt PMem-optimized transaction schemes or indexes
to enhance performance. In this paper, we focus on building
efficient and effective disaggregated PMem stores to accelerate
a cloud-native database system.

The database community has been evaluating the use of Op-
tane PMem in database workloads as it becomes available. Wu
et al. [48] have run TPC-H and TPC-C benchmarks on an SQL
Server utilizing PMem and have demonstrated the benefits of
PMem. Benson et al. [49], [50] have also explored the best
practices for using PMem in OLAP workloads and examined
if PMem can replace NVMe SSDs. Similarly, Shanbhag et
al. [51] have evaluated OLAP workloads using Optane PMem
in AppDirect mode. Koutsoukos et al. [20] have conducted a
comprehensive analysis of existing relational database engines,
such as MySQL and Postgres, under different PMem config-
urations. Their evaluation results have suggested that placing
data in PMem increases performance in TPC-C due to the
lower latency and higher bandwidth of PMem when compared
with SSD/HDD. While these evaluations and characterizations
have shed light on the design of veDB, this work aims
to propose a practical, end-to-end industry database system
solution built with disaggregated PMem stores.
Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA). The advance-
ments in high-performance networks utilizing RDMA have
opened up new possibilities for modern distributed database
systems [35], [52]–[54]. Microsoft has made many contri-
butions to this area, including the development of a main
memory distributed computing platform named FaRM [55].
This platform utilizes one-sided RDMA to improve its opti-
mistic concurrency control protocol and allows upper layers
to take advantage of its disaggregated memory model. This
has made FaRM a key innovation enabler and a building
block for high performance computing platform. For example,
subsequent studies [56], [57] have shown how FaRM can
be used to enable high-performance transactions. A1 [58]
illustrates a distributed in-memory graph database built on
top of FaRM. Other works in the field include FaSST [59], a
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scalable distributed in-memory transaction processing system
built on top of an all-to-all RPC system that uses RDMA’s
datagram transport for CPU efficiency. DrTM+H [60] utilizes
RDMA to design efficient transaction execution and logging.
Storm [61] proposes an RDMA-accelerated transactional data
plane. Additionally, RDMA is widely used to accelerate dis-
tributed join processing [62]–[64] and data shuffling [65]–[69].
In comparison, veDB focuses on designing a distributed PMem
storage engine that fully leverages one-sided RDMA primitives
to deliver high-performance logging and page caching while
preserving PMem’s persistency to support fast recovery.

Recent years have witnessed a runaway rise in using RDMA
and PMem. This trend has prompted several well-known
database vendors to design their next-generation database sys-
tems or to re-design their existing systems. SAP HANA [22],
[70] has attempted an early adoption of persistent memory,
moving its columnar store to PMem and keeping only hot data
in DRAM, allowing for a fast restart and recovery. Unlike SAP
HANA, which couples PMem storage with database engines,
our work adopts a disaggregated architecture that decouples
PMem storage from database engines for better scalability.

IBM’s DB2 pureScale [71] adopts cluster-scale distributed
caching facilities to achieve high resource utilization and
elasticity, as well as centralized global locking and page cache
management for high levels of availability and scalability. The
centralized global locking mechanism leverages RDMA Atom-
ics to minimize the involvement of remote processors, while
the get, put, and invalidation operations towards the global
page cache are carried out by one-sided RDMA primitives to
deliver outstanding performance.

Microsoft SQL Server [72] makes use of RDMA to lever-
age available cluster-wise remote memory to improve query
performance. It has been shown that using remote memory,
as opposed to local disks, can improve the latency of various
TPC-H and TPC-DS queries by 2-100 times.

PolarDB [14] is a cloud database that uses a computation
and storage separation architecture. To address the challenge
of transferring large amounts of data for analytical queries,
PolarDB deploys computational storage drives in the Alibaba
Cloud to accelerate analytical workloads. By pushing down
data-intensive tasks from front-end database nodes to back-
end computational storage, it leverages the in-storage com-
puting power to perform table scans much more efficiently.
Furthermore, Alibaba proposed a serverless version called
PolarDB Serverless [73], which adopts a disaggregated archi-
tecture for its page cache and leverages RDMA to mitigate
the performance penalties caused by one extra network hop
along the critical data paths between compute servers and the
disaggregated memory pool.

Oracle Exadata [31], [74] is a popular industrial production
system that adopts PMem in a storage and computing separa-
tion architecture. The storage servers in Exadata are equipped
with multiple tiers of memory devices (e.g., PMem, flash,
and SSD) and are interconnected to the database servers via
RDMA-capable networks. The system’s internal replacement
policy intelligently caches hot blocks in the PMem cache layer
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Fig. 1. The architecture of veDB.

to improve data block read speeds. It also buffers database
transaction log writes in PMem layer to reduce commit time.
Data blocks and REDO log records are transmitted by one-
sided RDMA primitives to avoid IO cliff.

Unlike pureScale and PolarDB, veDB’s Extend Buffer Pool
(EBP), which offers page cache management as well, is backed
with disaggregated PMem stores that are interconnected via
RDMA. This provides faster recovery and higher availabil-
ity by leveraging PMem’s persistency capability. In contrast
to SQL Server and Exadata, veDB’s disaggregated EBP is
separated from the PageStore and can be scaled horizontally.
Additionally, veDB’s DBEngine is able to push down queries
onto EBP components to make use of the CPU resources saved
by utilizing one-sided RDMA verbs.

III. BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide a short architectural overview of
veDB, ByteDance’s internal RDBMS. As shown in Figure 1,
veDB is based on an architecture that separates computing
and storage, following the log-is-database principle [75]. The
DBEngine is the computing component of veDB. It processes
transactions and performs computations for queries. Each
transaction generates a REDO log that records the modification
to the database. The REDO log is organized as a consecutive
stream, and the offset in the log stream is called the Log
Sequence Number (LSN). Therefore, LSN can indicate the
order of REDO logs. The storage layer of veDB consists
of LogStore and PageStore. LogStore receives the REDO
log from DBEngine, and persists it to disk. PageStore stores
versions of the data pages and continuously applies REDOs to
construct the latest version of the data pages. Both stores are
built on top of distributed storage and have a similar archi-
tecture to provide high availability and persistence. LogStore
uses an append-only distributed blob storage, and PageStore
provides random read capability at page granularity.

DBEngine is veDB’s computing layer. It is responsible for
query processing, data modification, and transaction manage-
ment. It reads from and writes REDO logs to the storage
layer and manages the buffer pool. Other operations, such as
checkpointing, are offloaded to the storage layer. DBEngine
communicates with the storage layer through embedded stor-
age SDK, which provides simple APIs that encapsulate the
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details of managing a remotely distributed storage system. We
will discuss its details in the next section. After the REDO
log is written to the LogStore, the thread of the LogStore will
flush it to disk and notify the transaction processing thread in
DBEngine through a callback function.

LogStore is a crucial part of veDB’s storage layer and is
responsible for persisting REDO logs. veDB uses the ARIES
[76] method to handle transaction persistency and recovery.
The persistence of REDO records uses write-ahead logging
(WAL) and it guarantees the durability of transactions when
a crash happens. Each REDO log record is assigned a unique
LSN by LogStore based on their persistence order.

LogStore is built over an append-only blob storage system,
ensuring data durability, high availability, and fault tolerance.
In LogStore, each log record is persisted and replicated to
three or six replicas (according to the configuration) before
acknowledging DBEngine.

The storage SDK must be able to manage a large number
of REDO logs and process incoming write requests simulta-
neously with low latency. It appends REDO logs using a data
structure called BlobGroup. BlobGroup is a logical container
that is composed of multiple append-only blobs. By default,
each BlobGroup contains four blobs and provides 40GB
of storage space. I/O operations on blobs within the same
BlobGroup occur concurrently. Each I/O request is executed
physically in a fixed size (8KB by default).

Logically, all log append requests against the same Blob-
Group are merged into a single, longer-length request. This
request is then divided into multiple smaller I/O requests at
fixed sizes. Then, these fixed-size requests are assigned to
different blobs within the BlobGroup in a round-robin fashion
for execution. This model allows log append requests of a
large I/O size to be divided into smaller requests, executed
in parallel, and completed with lower latency. Additionally,
multiple small I/O requests may also be merged into one
request for execution, which reduces the number of physical
I/Os that occur.

PageStore is responsible for page persistence and constantly
replays transactions from the REDO logs to keep pages up
to date. PageStore has its own storage unit called segment. It
manages the entire life-cycle of segments. including data orga-
nization, distribution/replication, I/O control, state transition,
and fault detection and recovery. Multiple REDO log records
are assigned to one segment, and the records that belong
to the same segment are assembled together and shipped to
PageStore through RPC. If a REDO log record is shipped
to PageStore and acknowledged, it is considered durable and
will be applied to the corresponding pages asynchronously,
checkpointing is not required.

Segments in PageStore are replicated to three or six copies
across multiple availability zones. Considering the long-tail
latency issue, fault tolerance, and availability goal, we choose
to implement a quorum replication, and use a gossip protocol
for filling in missing records. Before a log record is shipped
to a PageStore segment, we attach a back-link that represents
the LSN of the preceding log record for constructing the
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Fig. 2. The PMem accelerated architecture of veDB. AStore sits in a remote
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page in the same segment. With the back-link mechanism a
PageStore instance can detect missing logs and gossip with
other instances to retrieve them.

IV. DISTRIBUTED PMEM STORAGE ENGINE: ASTORE

After operating a large fleet of veDB instances for a few years,
we observed that both LogStore’s write latency and Page-
Store’s read latency were high for some applications. To solve
the latency issue identified in veDB, we introduce a PMem-
based storage layer. Instead of embedding the PMem cache in
the same host as the DBEngine (which would increase CPU
contention and latency), we follow a disaggregation architec-
ture [77] that pools the PMem resources from different hosts
and connects them through a high-speed RDMA network. This
results in a storage layer called AStore which replaces the
LogStore. The advantage of having a disaggregated PMem
pool is that it can be scaled horizontally and is independent
of the computing layer.

However, there are some associated performance penalties.
For example, the access speed of the remote cache is slower
than that of the local PMem, and the transmission of pages
across the network incurs additional traffic. To mitigate these
issues, we use low-latency, one-sided RDMA verbs to get
access to AStore. As a result, the I/O operation is truly
run-to-completion, bypassing the CPU of the storage server,
which provides AStore an extremely high read and write
performance—with a read latency of 10µs and a write latency
of 20µs. In contrast, traditional storage systems usually have
a latency of a hundred microseconds.

Meanwhile, financial costs should also be taken into con-
sideration. Although persistent memory devices are expen-
sive, AStore can provide higher throughput and guarantee
more stable performance at a similar cost compared with the
previous SSD-based storage system in our deployment (see
Section VII-B). Furthermore, in typical scenarios, the lifespan
of REDO log in veDB’s LogStore is short because it can be
garbage collected once it is applied to the pages in PageStore,
which happens quickly. Therefore, the capacity reserved for
REDO logs in AStore for each database instance is small and
limited to GB level by default. Overall, the financial cost of
AStore is acceptable in our actual world deployment.
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Fig. 3. The key modules in the AStore architecture. The system runs on
multiple nodes with PMem hardware. The PMem is accessed directly by the
veDB nodes.

A. Key Modules

AStore is divided into three modules: the AStore Client, the
AStore Server, and the central node cluster manager (CM).
The design of AStore is generic, and is applicable on other
database engines.

The AStore Client is an access module and provides an
external interface with read and write operations over an
append-only space. When the application needs to write, it
first calls the open interface to obtain the segment addresses
from the CM. Then it goes to the corresponding storage
node to obtain a writable continuous segment space. We use
multiple copies of segments to ensure data reliability, with
a configurable replication factor for different segments. By
default, the segment that stores the log has three copies and
the segment storing the page has only one copy. The routing
information is cached in the memory of the AStore Client,
and subsequent reads and writes do not need to go through
the CM.

The AStore Server’s primary task is to efficiently manage
PMem resources, including the data layout, metadata cache,
and background tasks. In addition, the AStore Server will
register the full physical address of PMem devices to the
RDMA network interface card (NIC) and obtain the virtual
address through mmap for space management. The AStore
Server divides the memory into the superblock, segment
meta, I/O meta, and segment storage areas. We use a bitmap
to manage segment applications and releases; every time a
segment is created, a bitmap in memory is used to track free
space. The corresponding bitmap is reset to zero when the
application releases the space.

The Cluster Manager (CM) is responsible for manag-
ing the resources of the entire cluster. Its main functions
include storage node management, registration, fault detection,
background task scheduling, capacity expansion, and load
balancing. In addition, the CM monitors the survival status of
the AStore Server nodes by maintaining heartbeat messages
with each node. The AStore Server node reports capacity,
I/O load, and segment health status in the heartbeat message.
When a new segment is created, the AStore Client obtains the
route of the AStore Server node from the CM and the CM
returns the appropriate nodes according to the capacity and
load of the AStore Server nodes.

Fig. 4. The I/O model for AStore. Client nodes first retrieve routing
information from the CM and then can interact with the PMem on AStore
nodes directly.

B. Supported Operations

In this section, we introduce the critical processes of AStore
in detail, including how the operations, such as create, write,
read, and delete, work.

Create. To create a new segment, the AStore Client sends an
RPC message to the CM to request the allocation of a segment.
Then, the CM selects a storage node, and after receiving
confirmation, the AStore Client sends an RPC message to
apply for new storage space in persistent memory. Because
it is using RPC messages, the entire process of Create takes
a few milliseconds. This delay is much more significant than
the write delay, which is about 20µs.

Write. To write to a segment, the AStore Client appends
the data to the offset of the corresponding segment through a
one-sided RDMA WRITE and records the offset and length.
This way a segment’s effective data length is known after a
failure occurs. If writing to three (configurable) storage nodes
is successful, AStore updates the written length of the segment
in the AStore Client’s segment-meta. If any copy fails, it
returns a failure to the application and freezes the segment
with the current effective length. The writing process only
appends to the end of a segment, which is more friendly to
PMem media and allows the system to achieve extremely low
latency.

AStore highly relies on the persistence of PMem devices
to deliver fast recovery. Therefore, when using RDMA and
PMem in combination, it is necessary to ensure that the data is
actually written to PMem’s persistence domain. Furthermore,
for PMem devices in our environment that only support
Asynchronous DRAM Refresh (ADR), we have to guarantee
that the data is flushed to PMem’s memory controller. In
addition to the persistency requirement, we would also like
to bypass the AStore Server to extract the RDMA network’s
performance potentials fully. After exploring multiple ap-
proaches [78], we finally choose to disable Intel’s data direct
I/O (DDIO) feature [79] on the AStore Server, and leverage
one-sided RDMA READ to flush the data from the cache to
the memory controller of PMem devices and therefore persist
the data in PMem. This approach has been demonstrated to
deliver a near-optimal performance in practice. The entire
write operation combines two one-sided RDMA WRITEs and
one-sided RDMA READ, and these work requests are chained
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together to reduce memory-mapped I/O (MMIO) operations.
The use of one-sided RDMA verbs in the critical I/O path and
the zero-copy capability of RDMA results in ultra-low write
latency.

Read. The application specifies reading a particular piece of
data using two segment parameters, i.e., offset and length. The
AStore Client checks the validity of the parameters and selects
an online copy to read through one-sided RDMA READ.

Delete. The AStore Client sends an RPC message to both
the CM, requesting to delete a segment from its metadata, and
to the AStore Server, which releases the segment and resets
the bitmap of the allocation manager.

If an AStore Server fails, the segment allocated on the
AStore Server cannot be written. Instead, the application opens
a new segment to write data to, and as long as there are three
(configurable) healthy storage nodes in the cluster, the writing
service can be provided.

C. Data Consistency with One-Sided RDMA

In order to ensure the reliability of the data, the CM detects
any storage failure node and selects a new storage node to
rebuild a lost copy of the segment. If the failed node returns
to the cluster, the segments on it are considered stale and will
be cleaned up by the CM, releasing the PMem space. This
brings significant challenges to the use of one-sided RDMA
READ and WRITE. Because of the read and write process
with one-sided RDMA verbs bypassing the server’s software
stack, the AStore Client directly operates on the PMem of the
storage node. If the replica set carrying the segment changes
due to failure and reconstruction, the AStore Client may not
be aware of it in time and may read and write the wrong
segment, causing an inconsistency.

In order to resolve this issue, the AStore Client and the
AStore Server perform a series of background tasks. First,
the AStore Client regularly checks with the CM to see if
the segment’s route has changed. The AStore Server does not
handle the CM’s request to clean the stale segment immedi-
ately but instead periodically cleans it. This cleaning cycle is
much longer than the AStore Client query cycle. Therefore,
the AStore Client can recognize the stale segments in time
and will not read/write inconsistent data. In order to speed up
the release of the stale segment, the time interval between the
AStore Client receiving updated routes from the CM is short
compared to the interval of segment cleaning. In addition, the
routing update is performed at segment granularity so that
the number of segments in AStore does not make the CM a
bottleneck.

There is another scenario that may cause data inconsisten-
cies. Suppose AStore Client A fails after creating segment X,
and the new AStore Client B reclaims the space of segment X.
After a while, AStore Client A returns to the cluster and issues
a now inconsistent RDMA WRITE to segment X. We avoid
this problem by directly maintaining a lease in the AStore
Client and the CM. When AStore Client A returns to the cluster
and communicates with the CM, it will find that the lease has
expired or the owner has been changed to AStore Client B.

V. BOOSTING VEDB PERFORMANCE WITH ASTORE

In veDB, LogStore was initially built over an SSD-based
blob storage system and asynchronously submitted I/O to
BlobGroups in parallel to reach high throughput. But there
are several bottlenecks in the system:

1) For a single write request, SSD and TCP based write
path is still high in latency.

2) CPU resources are required to schedule every I/O re-
quest. This I/O schedule burden increases latency and
causes periodic spikes in latency.

Compared to SSD-based LogStore, AStore offers a low
latency storage by adopting one-sided RDMA verbs to directly
access remote persistent memory. It can improve veDB’s
performance in REDO log write. In addition, AStore also
offers a larger and cheaper capacity for caching compared
to DRAM. Therefore, we replaced LogStore with AStore for
veDB and added Extended Buffer Pool backed by AStore, as
shown in Figure 2. In this section we will discuss the details
of using AStore for fast log persistency and extended buffer
pool.

A. Log Space Management
As described in the Section III, in the original design

of LogStore, the storage SDK manages data using logical
containers named BlobGroup. In the updated implementa-
tion that incorporates AStore, a new logical container called
SegmentRing has been introduced to manage a collection of
append-only segments. This new design simplifies both write
and read processing, reduces the number of RDMA calls and
improves overall performance of veDB.

There are two key differences between BlobGroup and
SegmentRing. First, the large log write I/O is not split into
smaller ones in SegmentRing. Writing 256KB block using
one-side RDMA takes about 0.1ms according to our test. That
is fast enough in our use cases.

Second, SegmentRing utilizes a ring buffer structure to
manage a collection of segments arranged in a circular fashion.
The size of each segment within the container is fixed and can
be configured by clients (default size is 1GB). Additionally,
the size of the SegmentRing is also configurable, with a typical
setting of 50 segments. Upon initialization of DBEngine, all
segments with an index starting from 0 within the ring are
pre-created by the storage SDK.

Inside each segment, the content is divided into two parts:
the header and the REDO log data. The header contains a
status and an LSN field. The status field indicates whether
a segment is empty, in-use, full, or in-error, and the LSN
field indicates the LSN of the first REDO log record stored
in the segment. When DBEngine crashes, a binary search can
be performed on all headers in the SegmentRing and it can
efficiently identify the largest LSN. This LSN will be used as
the new starting LSN when normal operations resume.

B. High-Performance Log Write Path
In the original veDB architecture, writing each REDO log

buffer to remote storage asynchronously resulted in additional
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costs such as data copying and thread-context switching. By
replacing LogStore with AStore, the I/O submission process
was simplified to a run-to-completion model where requests
are either executed to finish or queued. Directly writing the
REDO log buffer to the remote PMem managed by AStore
through RDMA eliminates the need for redundant data copy-
ing and thread-context switching. The use of one-sided RDMA
primitives also bypasses the software stack on the AStore
server. Registering the global log buffer (PMem-backed) of
DBEngine to the RDMA NIC during initialization further
reduces data copying.

Because the log space is organized as a SegmentRing in
AStore, when the storage SDK receives a REDO log write
request, it checks the usage status of the current segment. If
the current segment has enough space for the incoming write,
it appends the REDO log to the segment. Otherwise, it freezes
the current segment, advances to the next segment in the ring,
and sets its header to the start LSN of the current REDO log.
Once the write request is completed, the global persistent LSN
is advanced, and the database transaction can be committed.

C. Extended Buffer Pool Using AStore

veDB uses a computing and storage separation architecture.
This architecture has many advantages, but suffers from in-
creased network communication as a result. In veDB’s original
design, if the data page being accessed is not cached in
the computing node, it needs to be read from the remote
PageStore, causing a delay of approximately 1ms. During this
wait time, the transaction thread cannot perform any other
actions, resulting in increased transaction latency.

AStore resolves this issue by reducing read latency. Reading
a 16KB data page only takes AStore 20µs, which is in the
same order of magnitude as a local SSD. Additionally, PMem
provides a much larger capacity than RAM. So in addition to
cache data pages in DBEngine’s buffer pool, we also cache
pages evicted from buffer pool in AStore. We call this cache
in AStore the extended buffer pool (EBP).

We implement a global extended buffer pool management
structure that encapsulates segment creation, writing, reading,
and release. Each data page is read and written with a unique
identifier. Since the loss of EBP pages only reduces EBP hit
ratio and will not impact the query’s correctness, we use the
replication factor as one for EBP segments (AStore supports
configurable replication factor for segments). The client side
of the storage layer is modified to maintain the list of pages
available in EBP.

The EBP is managed by the storage SDK through a data
structure called the EBP Index, which is a collection of
key-value pairs {(space no, page no), lsn + segment id +
offset}. The key (space no, page no) is called page ID. The
EBP Index is updated whenever the EBP is modified during
buffer pool load and evict operations. When the DBEngine
calls the storage SDK interface to evict a page, it will decide
whether to write to the EBP according to the space priority
and EBP capacity. After successfully writing the page to the
EBP, the storage SDK updates the EBP Index in memory. For

Fig. 5. An illustration of how the extended buffer pool (EBP) fits into the
system architecture of the DBEngine.

the pages existing in the EBP index, if DBEngine modifies
them in its local buffer pool, a mapping of page ID and its
latest LSN will be maintained and periodically sent to the
AStore server in batches. AStore servers keep this mapping
in memory for pruning out stale data pages when rebuilding
EBP index during recovery of DBEngine failures.

We provide two policies for managing the EBP capacity:
Priority or flat. The flat strategy does not partition the EBP
space, and all pages evicted from the main buffer pool are
placed into the space evenly. Under the priority management
strategy, we divide the total EBP space into areas with priority.
Pages of priority can be placed in any space with the same or
lower priority, and pages with the highest priority can occupy
up to 100% of the total space.

D. Page Management in the EBP

Page management includes two processes: compaction and
eviction. In the compaction process, AStore writes data in
an append-only manner. When a page is written to AStore
multiple times, the page space of the older version on the
segment will be marked as garbage. Dropping or truncating
a table will also produce garbage . In order to improve the
space utilization of the EBP, AStore will track the amount of
garbage on each segment and periodically process segments
with a high amount of garbage, moving the valid data to
the new segment and releasing the old segment. This process
is called compaction, it is transparent to the DBEngine, and
its frequency is configurable. If compaction is not enabled,
the segments with high amounts of garbage will be released
directly, releasing part of the valid pages in the process.

We use a simple least recently used (LRU) cache replace-
ment policy to manage EBP space for page eviction. In order
to reduce the contention of multiple threads updating the LRU
cache simultaneously, we use multiple LRU lists to manage
these pages. When the DBEngine reads or writes a page from
the EBP, it computes the hash of page ID to determine which
LRU list the page belongs to. If the space usage of the EBP
has reached a threshold we select a certain number of pages
to evict based on the order of recency. The evicted page space
is reclaimed for reuse through compaction.

E. Recovering from Failures

Recovering the REDO log space. When the DBEngine
process crashes, it uses the standard MySQL recovery proce-
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dure to recover. This involves scanning the logs starting from a
checkpoint (determined by the LSN) and applying all REDO
logs. The starting log record can be easily located using a
binary search of the SegmentRing, as the start LSN is stored
in the header of each segment. After all REDO logs have been
applied, any uncommitted transactions are rolled back and the
recovered DBEngine continues to service the application.

Since log segments are replicated, the failure of one AStore
Server is transparent to DBEngine. When a writing failure
occurs in a segment, the storage SDK will close the failed
segment, create a new segment, and automatically retry to
write to the new segment.

Recovering of Extended Buffer Pool. There are two
cases to consider. The first case is DBEngine process failure.
Since we use disaggregated PMem store for EBP it usually
survives DBEngine failures. To use the data in EBP, DBEngine
collects information on pages cached in each AStore server
and rebuilds the EBP index. The system will keep the most
up-to-date EBP pages and discard stale ones. Each AStore
server periodically receives page IDs and their latest LSN
from DBEngine and stores them in memory. In response to a
recovery request from the DBEngine each AStore server scans
pages stored in local PMem, compares their LSNs with the one
in memory, discards those with older LSNs, then returns on
the valid page IDs along with their position to the DBEngine.

The other case is AStore server failure. In the current
implementation, when a AStore server crashes, pages stored
in it are considered lost and are removed from EBP index.
Since the EBP pages are evenly scattered on a cluster of
AStore servers, failure of one (or a small number) of AStore
servers will only reduce the cache hit ratio, and will not affect
query correctness. Since AStore uses PMem as storage, it can
leverage the persistent property of PMem and recover EBP
data pages locally once the AStore server is restarted. We left
this optimization for future work.

VI. PUSH-DOWN FOR QUERY ACCELERATION

veDB uses a single-threaded processing model for handling
queries. This means that some operations, such as semantics
analysis, optimization, data reading, and execution, are com-
pleted without multi-thread synchronization, meaning no extra
waiting time. However, when the amount of data is large, only
one thread processes the request, while other idle threads and
resources cannot help accelerate the process, causing their
response time to increase. This disadvantage is even more
prominent because of additional network traffic generated by
accessing remote storage.

We introduce a push-down query (PQ) feature to solve these
issues. The idea is to identify eligible fragments of the query
plan and execute them in storage servers (e.g., PageStore).
Since the storage is distributed, we decompose each push-
down request into multiple concurrent tasks based on the page
distribution in PageStore and send them to the corresponding
server for execution. The computing layer collects the executed
results for additional processing (e.g., secondary aggregation)
and returns them to the user. With the addition of an extended

buffer pool powered by AStore, the query fragments can also
be executed in the AStore server, leveraging the pages cached
in EBP.

The query push-down feature provides the following advan-
tages:

1) Parallel reading of pages from multiple storage nodes
improves I/O access performance

2) Push-down operations to the storage layer reduce net-
work transmission overhead. For example, projection,
filtering, and aggregation operations can be pushed down
directly to the storage layer.

3) CPUs in the storage layer can be used to assist queries.
This is especially effective on PMem servers because ac-
cess data in the PMem page cache is through one-sided
RDMA primitives, with their CPUs largely uninvolved.

A. Query Push-Down Framework

veDB’s original query optimizer is modified to recognize
and mark query plan fragments that can be pushed down to
the storage layer for parallel processing. During the execution
of these plan fragments, we identify the data pages needed by
the query and generate RPC calls containing the plan fragment
and page IDs plus the corresponding page LSN and send them
through storage SDK. Presently, only scans with simple filters
and/or aggregation over a single table reference are supported.
The push-down plan fragment has no joins or subqueries. Each
plan fragment is serialized and passed down to the storage
layer through these RPC calls, and then the returned results
are passed back to the DBEngine and merged to be consumed
by the following plan operator through registered callback
functions .

Currently, the decision of pushing down the execution of
plan fragments or not is simply decided by a threshold of the
number of rows to be scanned by the plan fragment and a
session variable enabling the PQ feature. Developing a cost-
based optimization is planned for a future release of veDB.

A separate process containing the veDB executor code for
scan, filter, and aggregation operator is deployed in each
PageServer and AStore server. The processes will accept the
plan fragments from DBEngine, compute the results and return
them to DBEngine.

B. Push Query Execution Down to AStore

When a PQ request is sent through storage SDK, the original
request gets split up into parallel tasks by looking up the
requested pages in the EBP index. We created a group of tasks
for those pages in the EBP index, one for each AStore server
that cached eligible pages. Similarly, for those pages not found
in the EBP index, a group of tasks will be created for each
PageServer that persists in the relevant data pages. Each task
contains the push-downed plan fragment, a list of data pages,
and their corresponding LSNs. These tasks are dispatched to
corresponding servers in parallel.

When executing the PQ task, the AStore Server performs
similarly to the PageServer: it reads the corresponding pages
from the EBP and then applies the operators to these pages.
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Component Deployment Configuration

PageStore,
LogStore

4 Bare metal boxes
for each store:
1 Root Server
3 Data Servers

CPU: Intel Xeon Gold 5218
@2.30GHz 64 cores
Memory: 376 GB
NVMe SSD: 4 × 3.4TB, 2 ×
2.8TB
Network: Mellanox ConnectX-5
25Gbps; OFED-5.0

AStore
4 Bare metal boxes:
1 Root Server
3 Data Servers

CPU: Intel Xeon Platinum 8260
@2.40GHz 96 cores
Memory: 128 GB
PMem: 1TB Intel® Optane™
Persistent Memory
Network: Mellanox ConnectX-5
25Gbps × 2; OFED-5.0

veDB,
Client

Virtual Machine:
CPU 20 core
Memory 160GB
Storage 250GB

CPU: Intel Xeon Platinum 8260
@2.40GHz 24 CPU
Network: Mellanox ConnectX-5
25Gbps; OFED-5.0

TABLE I
THE SPECIFICATIONS OF EACH PART OF THE SYSTEM USED BY OUR

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS.

The difference is that AStore Server reads the local PMem
while the PageServer reads the local disk.

The read and write interfaces provided by the AStore Server
are through one-sided RDMA verbs. These operations do not
require the participation of the AStore Server CPUs, so the
EBP on the AStore Server may only need a few cores, leaving
plenty of CPU resources idle. In addition, the large number of
pages stored in the EBP is warm data likely to be requested by
incoming queries. By executing push-down query fragments
on the PMem servers, we can use idle CPU resources and
warm data pages in the EBP.

Recall that we implemented two strategies for managing
EBP space, priority and flat. The flat strategy is not optimal
for push-down queries because pages have an equal chance
of being evicted from the EBP, reducing the chances that the
requested data remains in the EBP for consecutive queries.
Consequently, the priority strategy is better for supporting
push-down queries. We can allocate more high-priority space
for tables used often by the push-down queries to ensure that
most of its pages are not evicted from the EBP.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we quantify the impact of our PMem read/write
acceleration, extended buffer pool, and query push-down. First,
we compare the transaction performance of veDB with a tra-
ditional SSD-based LogStore and our PMem-based LogStore
using the TPC-C [80] benchmark. Then, we demonstrate the
acceleration of our PMem based extended buffer pool with
both TPC-C and TPC-CH [81] benchmarks. Lastly, we test
the effect of pushing execution partial queries to our EBP
hosts to accelerate the execution of queries. All experiments
are performed in a cluster with the configuration shown in
Table I.

A. AStore for Logging Acceleration

In the first set of tests, we show the effect of using AStore as
REDO log storage and test it on both a standard benchmark
and our internal customer workloads. We first conducted a
simple log write test and saw significant improvement in both
bandwidth and latency. Then, we measured the latency and
transaction rate changes using the TPC-C benchmark and our
internal workloads.

Avg. Write La-
tency (ms) Avg. I/OPS

Avg.
Bandwidth
(MB/s)

W/O PMem 0.638 1,527 5.97
W/ PMem 0.086 11,465 44.79

TABLE II
MICRO BENCHMARK FOR LOG WRITING WITH AND WITHOUT PMEM

Log Writing Micro-Benchmark. Since the database kernel
usually spends a significant amount of time writing the REDO
log, we conducted a micro benchmark to measure how the log
write latency was affected using AStore. We develop a micro
benchmark tool that continuously writes 4KB pages to either
AStore or the regular LogStore in a single thread and measures
the latency, I/OPS, and bandwidth. The results are shown in
Table II. AStore provides an almost 7× improvement in write
latency, I/OPS, and bandwidth.

TPC-C Throughput and Latency. Here we compare the
throughput and latency of TPC-C benchmark on an original
veDB deployment with the one deployed with AStore. As
shown in Figure 6, veDB with AStore performs better in all
cases, and the throughput significantly increases with more
workload pressure. Without AStore, the throughput peaks
at 68,000 transactions per second (TPS); with AStore, the
throughput peaks at nearly 90,000 TPS, bringing more than
a 30% performance improvement.

Additionally, we collected both P95 and P99 latency for
both configurations and saw that veDB with AStore achieves
a lower latency consistently. The results of P95 are shown
in Figure 7. The results of P99 are similar and omitted due
to space limitations. Note that AStore’s latency improvements
begin to decline as the number of clients increases beyond 64.
This pattern of dropping throughput under high concurrency
is consistent with what we have observed with MySQL 8.0
in a similar test where TPC-C throughput peaked with 32
concurrent clients.

Order Processing Workload. We have identified some
internal use cases that did not perform well on veDB, and we
would like to see if AStore can help improve the performance.
One of them is an application that performs batch operations
on order requests. In this test scenario, the orders of a vendor
are batched into one transaction block. The vendor’s account
balance record is updated in the transaction, and the updated
balance record is returned and inserted into the order flow
table.

The requirements of this scenario are:
1) The INSERT data is wide, about 2KB.
2) The UPDATE is a hot row update. There are often many

concurrent updates for the same merchant.
3) The customer requires the performance of this scenario

to reach 10,000+ TPS.
We tested the performance for a single insert operation and

the whole order processing transaction. Figure 8 shows that
using AStore brings significant improvements for both tests.
For the single insert transaction, veDB with AStore can reach
over 10,000 TPS with only 8 clients. In contrast, veDB without
AStore just has 3,339 TPS with 8 clients. We observe more
than 3× improvement. For the order processing transaction,
veDB with AStore reached over 10,000 TPS with just 64
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Fig. 6. veDB with AStore improves through-
put in TPC-C test with peak performance of
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nal customer workloads. With AStore, veDB reached the
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Fig. 9. Average and maximum transaction latency while running an internal
advertisement library with and without AStore. Using AStore is approximately
20× faster.

clients, but the native veDB needed more than 512 clients
to meet the target.

Advertisement Workload. Internally, we have a core data
processing library for advertising, with a strict latency re-
quirement for its queries (∼10ms for P99 latency). As veDB
separates computing and storage, our initial tests showed
that the P99 latency for the tested queries might reach up
to ∼150ms on veDB. Adding AStore to accelerate logging
reduces the P99 latency on veDB to ∼5ms, which is much
better than the stock veDB and MySQL.

We conducted the test in an environment where the real
application workloads were duplicated and directed simulta-
neously to a stock veDB and a veDB with AStore enabled.
We show a comparison of query latency between those two
cases in Figure 9. On average, AStore accelerates queries by
nearly 20×, where most queries are complete in ∼5ms. The
latency improvement over the worst case is equally significant
for average, which drops from ∼500ms to ∼20ms. Note
that the improvement in this test is significantly greater than

the writing latency improvement seen in the single-threaded
micro-benchmark in Section VII-A. This is because AStore
uses one-sided RDMA and has fewer CPU contentions, which
brings more benefits in the multi-threads scenario as the
simultaneous transactions do not have to wait for each other.

The standard TPC-C and the internal benchmarks show
that using AStore for logging acceleration improves through-
puts and dramatically reduces transaction latencies. We also
observed that the throughput of veDB with AStore peaked
earlier (at 64 clients) than the one without AStore (peaked at
128 clients). This behavior is consistent with other studies of
PMem [20], [21], which also observe a decrease in read and
write performance as concurrent accesses increase, leading the
workload to be CPU-bound.

B. Extended Buffer Pool

Impact of AP workload. Firstly, we test if the extended
buffer pool can reduce the impact of adding analytical pro-
cessing (AP) workloads when the database is dealing with
transaction processing (TP) workloads. We use the TPC-CH
benchmark for this test. The database is loaded with 1000
warehouses of data and has 32 TP clients. We use different
numbers of AP clients, either 0, 1, or 8, and run the test for 30
minutes after 5 minutes of warm up. As the Figure 10 shows,
adding one AP query stream reduces the TP throughput by
5%, and eight AP streams reduce the throughput by nearly
30%. The contention of pages in the buffer pool causes this.
However, if we turn on the extended buffer pool, we see
consistent improvement in transaction throughput with EBP.

AP query latency. In this experiment, we test the acceler-
ation effect of the extended buffer pool on analytical queries.
We use the TPC-CH benchmark dataset with 1000 warehouses
and select a subset of OLAP queries whose execution time is
below 1000 seconds. The experiment is done with two buffer
pool configurations, one with a 16GB buffer pool and one with
32GB. In both cases, the EBP is configured with a fixed size
of 256GB and is enabled and disabled alternately. Each query
is run once to get the buffer pool warmed up, then the query
is run three times more, and the average elapsed time of those
three runs is recorded. Finally, we divide the EBP-disabled
elapsed time by the EBP-enabled elapsed time to compute the
speedup factor provided by the EBP.
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As Figure 11 shows, query 7 with EBP enabled has more
than 3× improvement in elapsed time in both 16GB and
32GB settings, but query 16 shows little improvement. This
is because the working set of query 7 is larger than 32GB,
so it can use the EBP after it uses up the native buffer pool.
Accessing data from the EBP through RDMA is significantly
faster than fetching that data from a remote storage server.
Query 16, on the other hand, is a simple join with two tables.
Its working set is minimal and can be fit into the 16GB buffer
pool. Therefore, its performance is barely impacted by the
presence of the EBP. All other queries show different degrees
of EBP acceleration, up to 3.5× faster.

Evaluation on internal workload. One of our core oper-
ation databases contains a large amount of data. The primary
table data is nearly 17TB, the index data is 2.3TB, and the
buffer pool is 120GB. The typical query patterns are lookup
queries on primary keys or secondary indexes. However, due to
the large data size, the hit rate of the buffer pool is about 95%,
resulting in a long average response time and a significant
P99 latency. Therefore, we decide to use the EBP to reduce
the overall response time in this database. The experimental
results are shown in Figure 12.

The results show that even with a modest extended buffer
pool of 256GB, the average response time is reduced by 45%,
and P99 query time is reduced by more than 50%. The results
also show a diminishing return of larger EBP size, with each
doubling of the EBP size reducing latency by approximately
half as much as the last, as there is only so much data eligible
to be cached in the EBP.

Combining log caching and EBP. We evaluate the com-
bined effect of AStore for log caching and EBP using the Sys-
bench [82] transactional benchmarking tool to fully measure
the impact of adding AStore layer to veDB compared to the
original veDB. Since adding AStore to the deployment would
introduce additional cost, we want to see that giving roughly
the exact total cost of the hardware, which deployment has a
better performance. Considering the price per GB of PMem
used in the test system is approximately one-third of the cost
of DRAM [83], we reduce the buffer pool size of veDB +

veDB veDB+AStore
Cores Buffer Pool Cores Buffer Pool EBP

32 100GB 32 40GB 180GB
16 40GB 16 20GB 60GB
8 20GB 8 10GB 30GB

TABLE III
THE DEPLOYMENTS THAT ARE USED TO COMPARE VEDB AND VEDB +

ASTORE (WITH EBP) IN FIGURES 13.

AStore by XGB, and set the EBP size as 3XGB. The specific
configurations are shown in Table III. The experiments were
run in a real-world cloud environment.

Figure 13 shows the percentage of improvement in queries-
per-second (QPS) of veDB with AStore and EBP enabled
comparing to the stock veDB. The results show that the
performance gains provided by AStore with EBP are sig-
nificant with less than 64 clients. However, as the concur-
rent clients increase, the improvements decrease. When the
number of clients reaches 256, the improvement diminishes.
This is because veDB would have to do more and more
EBP maintenance work when the throughput increases under
high concurrency. In our current design, each AStore client
(DBEngine in this case) manages the space allocated for EBP
and maintains the EBP index when flushing buffer pool pages
to AStore. This will consume additional CPU resources in
the DBEngine. Moreover, the client uses a lock mechanism
to control concurrent access to the EBP index, which can
cause performance degradation under high concurrency. In
future work, we plan to explore alternatives for the EBP
index management to reduce resource contention under high
concurrency.

C. Push-Down Queries

In this experiment, we assess the effect of offloading some
query operators to the storage layer using the TPC-CH bench-
mark. First, we run the 22 AP queries in TPC-CH with the
original veDB configuration (no EBP, no query push-down)
as a baseline. Second, we enable both query push-down and
the EBP, then rerun the 22 queries. With this setting, eligible
query operators will be pushed down to the EBP host for
execution if the required page can be found in EBP (by
checking EBP index). If the required page is not found in the
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their push-down computations are executed in parallel.

EBP, the operators will be pushed to PageStore for execution.
To minimize the cold buffer effect, all queries are run three
times in each experiment, and the average time of the second
and third runs is used as the query elapsed time. We divided
the query elapsed time in the baseline experiment by that of
the experiments with query push-down, and EBP enabled to
get the speedup factor.

The push-down effect on EBP is shown in Figure 14 orange
bars. When the EBP and query push-down are enabled, queries
1, 6, 11, 13, 15, 20, and 22 have significant improvements
which range from 4× to 24×. Queries 1, 6, and 22 have their
aggregation operations pushed down, significantly reducing the
data transferred and the latency drastically. Likewise, queries
11, 13, and 15 have a selective filter pushed down, significantly
reducing elapsed time. Overall, the geometric mean of elapsed
time speedup of all queries is about 2.8×.

We notice that, for a given query, some query plans are
more friendly to operator push-down than other query plans.
For example, veDB selects a nest-loop join plan for the join
of customer and order tables in query 13 by default. However,
a hash join plan would be selected with query push-down
enabled because it allows more plan fragments to be push-
down. To gauge the effect of query plan changes, we also
run another test in which we disable the EBP and push-down
queries and use a query hint to force the query plan to be the
same as the best push-down plan. The effect of plan change
alone is shown in Figure 14 blue bars. Using the result of this
experiment as a new baseline, we still see 2× speedup of the
geometric mean of elapsed time.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we demonstrated how to use PMem and RDMA
to accelerate cloud-native databases. We add PMem to a
distributed storage engine and employ RDMA to access it.
This enhanced distributed storage engine can replace SSD- or
HDD-based storage to accelerate the persistence of the REDO
log, increase the transaction throughput and reduce latency. It
can also host an extended buffer pool to cache hot pages for
queries that access large amounts of data, which is a typical
pattern of analytical queries.

Furthermore, since the data stored in the extended buffer
pool is accessed directly through RDMA without involving the

host CPU, we can push operators to the hosts of the extended
buffer pool and leverage the idle CPU to filter and aggregate
the data.

We demonstrate how these innovations significantly im-
prove the performance of both transactional and analytical
queries. The experiments show that our design can improve
throughput by up to 1.5× and reduce latency by as much as
20× for both standard query processing benchmarks and real-
world applications.

There are a few directions for future development that
can be further explored. The first is to integrate a cost-
based strategy for query push-down so that the system can
automatically decide the push-down strategy to maximize the
benefit. Another is to expand the usage of EBP. For example,
it could be used by stand-by instances that serve read-only
queries. It could also be used to speed up the warm-up
process for the buffer pool during crash recovery. The third
is improving concurrency management for EBP, especially for
concurrent EBP index access. The last is to leverage PMem
persistency to recover EBP locally when an AStore server
fails.
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